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SERDANG - World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), Geneva, together with Swedish Patent and
Registration Office (PVR) and Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (Sida), sponsored 21
senior officials from 15 Least Developed Countries (LDC’s) for a 1 week capacity building programme at
Putra Science Park (PSP) in UPM to learn the successful innovation ecosystem model. The PSP has won
several national awards and is recognised internationally as an excellent model for innovation.
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Prof Datin Paduka Dato Dr Aini Ideris, Vice Chancellor in her opening speech welcomed the Senior Officials
and assured the sponsoring agencies that the choice of UPM is excellent to host the programme since it is
the leading institution in the region for Intellectual Property and innovation. UPM has the best model and
has been a winner of several national, regional, and international awards.
Now UPM officers from the Innovation office “the Putra Science Park” are being invited all over the world
to share their experience. UPM, gives high priority for IP management and innovation. The curriculum for
the courses that are taught in the university, have incorporated entrepreneurial related lectures. This is to
make sure when students graduate they can face the challenges and fit easily in the business world.
The staff members of PSP have been involved in several training programmes as invited speakers funded
by local and international organizations. The former director, Prof Dato Mohamed Shariff Mohamed Din
has been invited by WIPO to inculcate innovation culture in more than 20 countries in Asia, South America,
the Middle East and Africa. The current Director Associate Professor Dr Samsilah Roslan, the President of
Innovation and Technology Managers Association (ITMA) Malaysia and executive board member of InterIslamic Network of Science and Technology Parks (INSTP) has been travelling to several countries providing
training programmes on developing a conducive and fertile innovation ecosystem in universities and
research insititutes that can contribute to the country’s economy.
The Senior officials comprised from National Intellectual Property Offices, Universities, Research Intuitions
and various Ministries listened to talks on how Malaysia transformed from an agro based economy to an
innovation led economy. The officials also met with several CEO’s of UPM spinout companies who shared
their experiences on the challenges faced during the initial setup and how they are now generating millions
from technologies licensed from UPM. Many of the CEOs of the spinout companies are also co-inventors of
the technology. The university researchers who are the primary innovators are now also involved in the
companies either as consultants or advisors or have an equity in the company. One of the companies uses
palm oil tree fiber from the discarded fruit bunch for road construction. The fibers from the discarded fruit
bunches are now mixed with bitumen for road making. Roads made from such a mixture has several
benefits. In terms of overall cost it is 40% cheaper than conventional roads, and after rain the water drains
off faster making it safer to drive. Compared to normal roads which have to be resurface every 3 to 5 years,
the palm fiber mix road is expected to last for 10 years. In addition, the road can withstand extreme
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temperatures and is even suitable for hot climate in the desert. The company is now securing international
deals to build sustainable roads in South Korea and Dubai. Many other CEO’s shared similar inspiring
success stories with the delegates.
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Amongst the many projects that excited the senior officials was the project involving the local community
that provides used cooking oil that is sold to the UPM Biomass Biotechnology Centre for RM1.00 per
kilogram. At the Centre the used oil is converted into biodiesel.

Tetapan

The Senior officials learned how spinout companies had managed to overcome the initial challenges. The
Innohub of PSP, provides an initial grant of up to RM100,000, to help the selected projects to conduct
market validation studies related to their product or technology. The executive officer, Mr Ahmad Zakir
Dato' Wira Ja'afar, at the Business Development Centre, Putra Science Park, has several years of business
experience, and provides a holding hand to the young entrepreneurs to ensure their success. Besides
market validation, the entrepreneurs are taught of how to do business model canvas, pitching for funds to
upscale the technology, or to start and expand their business.
Mr Kifle Shenkoru, the Director of the Division for LDC’s, Appropriate Technology Project Coordinator of
WIPO, stated that the 1 week capacity building programme is an excellent format that provided the
officials from LDCs a holistic picture of what is required to transform an economy-starting from Leadership
and vision to that of setting the institutions required for development as well training people with the right
skills in the areas of science and technology. Leadership, policy and planning as well institutions play a
pivotal role in economic growth and development.
Mrs. Gezile Mbewe-Chalwe, one of the participants in the programme and a Lecturer in Copperbelt
University, Zambia, expressed her appreciation to the Organisers including UPM for convening the
important meeting. She expressed her aspiration that all the participants would return to their countries
with instilled knowledge on how to harness science and technology for the achievement of national
development objectives.
Mr. Furaha Lazeck Kabuje, Research Officer, Tanzania Commission for Science and Technology (COSTECH)
similarly expressed his gratitude for the successful outcome of the program and urged all the participants
to continue being proactive in charting the development of their countries through structural changes.
Kemaskini:: 03/01/2018 [syifarida]
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